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“ Because we’re so deeply dependent on our image management solution, we need to make 
sure we have a top-notch service. Cloudinary is the best image resizing service in the 
industry. It’s the most reliable, provides the best technical support, and has the richest set  
of features.”

 –Oliver Nassar, Co-Founder, Stencil

Stencil Draws on Cloudinary to Eliminate 
Complexity of Image Management

Results

More than 200 hours of development time saved 

2.5 times faster serving of derived images 

Case Study

Solution
As Stencil’s founders were developing a web-based design 
tool for small businesses and other organizations that couldn’t 
afford to hire a graphic designer, they needed an image 
management solution that would render, manipulate, and 
resize images within each design. Cloudinary’s rich set of 
functionalities enabled Stencil to avoid the hassles and 
complexity of building their own image management product, 
while providing users with an easy-to-use means for handling 
image transformations and delivering final designs that are 
sized perfectly for their needs.

http://www.cloudinary.com/
https://getstencil.com/
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Company
Stencil is a web-based graphic design platform that offers the fastest, easiest, and most efficient way to create visuals for 
social media, blog posts, emails, presentations and more. An alternative to more complex software, like Photoshop, Stencil 
allows even novices to design like a pro. Stencil’s tools enable users to create graphic design elements by adding text or 
applying filters to uploaded or stock images. 

The Challenge: Time to Market with a Reliable Image Management Solution
When Oliver Nassar and Adam Rotman were developing their web-based graphic design platform, Stencil, they knew they 
didn’t want to build an image management and transformation platform themselves.

“I’ve done that in the past, and I know the kinds of problems you can run into,” said Nassar, citing storage and memory 
issues, managing server farms, and the time it takes to build such a complex system. 

They discovered Cloudinary’s image management solution in September 2013, and began integrating it as a fundamental 
component of Stencil’s functionality from the start.

The Cloudinary Solution: The Foundation for Stencil Image Management
“Cloudinary is the core of our platform,” Nassar noted. The original image – whether it’s a stock photo or one uploaded by 
users – is retained, untouched, in the Stencil media library, which is hosted on Amazon S3. All image thumbnails shown in 
the Stencil library are generated by Cloudinary. 

In addition, Cloudinary’s unique URL-based API enables Stencil users to manipulate those images within their own designs. 
“We use Cloudinary every time someone designs with an image, resizes an image within a design, rotates it or otherwise 
manipulates it,” he added. 

Cloudinary’s image manipulation features have served Stencil well for more than five years, but recently some new 
Cloudinary capabilities enabled the company to offer even more design functionality to its users. 

“We were building our own cropping systems and wanted to allow our users to do shapes, such as circles and squares,” 
Nassar said. “But we discovered Cloudinary’s ‘mask’ and ‘cutter’ feature. That wasn’t in our roadmap, but it made it so 
much easier to deliver custom cropping options to our users, than trying to build it from scratch ourselves.”

The Cloudinary mask feature enables users to crop only a specific part of an image, while cutter allows Stencil to upload 
its own PNG shapes and use the masks to feature images within those shapes. 
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Nassar said that Cloudinary is critical to delivering the finished designs, either as previews or downloads to users’ 
computers. Stencil offers a “Preview & Share” option, which generates an image link created by Cloudinary, much like Bitly 
would, to share the preview on social media or send to phones. Stencil then leverages Cloudinary to resize the raw object 
of the finished designs and deliver it in the size and dimensions requested by the users.

“ We use Cloudinary every time someone designs with an image, resizes an image within a design, rotates it or 
otherwise manipulates it.”

 –Oliver Nassar, Co-Founder, Stencil
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The Results: Reliable, Feature-Rich Image Manipulation 
From its initial implementation of Cloudinary, Stencil has grown its usage, hosting more than 500,000 images and 
supporting more than 1.5 million transformations a month.

Nassar estimates that using Cloudinary has saved more than 200 hours of development time. In addition, Cloudinary 
enables the company to serve transformed images 2.5 times faster than if they were using their own servers, leading to  
a better user experience. 

While the Cloudinary features and functionality are central to the graphic design platform and key to delivering a rich user 
experience, Stencil also appreciates Cloudinary’s reliability, high availability, and uptime. “We’ve had fewer problems with 
Cloudinary than other services we use,” said Nassar, adding that any time they do have questions, Cloudinary’s support 
team quickly responds.

While he will occasionally check out other image management solutions available in the market, Nassar said he’s 
never found any reason to move from Cloudinary. “Graphic images are something we need to do perfectly, so image 
management is more important than AWS or Google Cloud to us. If we can’t deliver the service, then charging for it  
doesn’t matter.” 

“Because we’re so deeply dependent on our image management solution, we need to make sure we have a top-notch 
service. Cloudinary is the best image resizing service in the industry. It’s the most reliable, provides the best technical 
support, and has the richest set of features,” Nassar concluded. “We only use a small fraction of what Cloudinary offers.  
It has everything we need, and more.”

About Cloudinary
Cloudinary provides a cloud-based media full-stack platform for the world’s top brands. With offices in the US, UK, 
and Israel, Cloudinary has quickly become the de facto solution for web developers and marketers to manage images, 
videos and other rich media assets and deliver an optimal end-user experience. An AWS Advanced Technology 
Partner, Cloudinary has more than 5,000 customers worldwide, including AMC, Bleacher Report, Cars.com, Conde 
Nast, DoorDash, Fairfax Media, Forbes, Gizmodo, GrubHub, Hinge, Indiegogo, Lululemon Athletica, Outbrain, Stitch Fix, 
StubHub, Under Armour and Whole Foods Market. For more information, visit www.cloudinary.com.
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“ Graphic images are something we need to do perfectly, so image management is more important than AWS or 
Google Cloud to us. If we can’t deliver the service, then charging for it doesn’t matter.”

 –Oliver Nassar, Co-Founder, Stencil
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